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A DISTINCT TOUCH

T A C O M A
col lect ion

 

With a distinct texture, slightly glossy surface and five colour versions  
– Tacoma is a perfect duo formed by design and nature.  
The collection, inspired by the beauty of stone, will add a touch  
of originality to every interior and create a marvellous combination  
with both intense and muted colours.

AVAILABLE COLOURS 

SURFACE FINISH

Matt

DIMENSIONS

119,7 x 279,7 cm
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Tacoma silver / grey 120 x 280

Thanks to its properties, the Tacoma collection can be used 
in places with increased or even extreme usage - in the 
living room of a home or on the terrace and in public places.  
The original pattern mimicking natural stone enhances the 
effect of modernity and allows you to create stunning designs.

/ silver

/ grey

116
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Tacoma steel 120 x 280

/ steel

Tiles in shades of gray can be used on floors, walls, become a unique 
interior decoration or a subdued base of the design. They will provide 
a unique look that will change the space not only in the living room  
or kitchen, but also the bathroom.
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Tacoma sand 120 x 280  |  Marquina gold 120 x 280

/ sand

The large format of the tiles will allow you to design a cha-
racteristic concrete wall in the living room and bedroom.   
When combined with designer furniture and original  
details, it will create an eye-catching, eclectic design  
in a modern style.

/ Marquina gold
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Tacoma grey 120 x 280

Shades of gray are one of the most popular colours used in modern  
interior designs. They are universal, they match a plethora of other  
colors and materials, and with their timeless nature, it means that  
in spite of the dynamically changing trends, they will always remain  
in fashion.

/ grey
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Tacoma white

119,7 x 279,7

5903313325080

   R9   |   PEI  matt
4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile            - frost resistance          - textured surface  

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities
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Tacoma silver

119,7 x 279,7

5903313325448

   R9   |   PEI  matt
4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile            - frost resistance          - textured surface  

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities
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Tacoma grey

119,7 x 279,7

5903313325486

   R9   |   PEI  matt
4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile          - colour body            - frost resistance          - textured surface  

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities
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Tacoma sand

119,7 x 279,7

5903313327329

   R9   |   PEI  matt
4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile            - frost resistance          - textured surface  

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities
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Tacoma steel

119,7 x 279,7

5903313325400

   R9   |   PEI  matt
4 0,6 cm

   - matt surface           - rectified tile          - colour body            - frost resistance          - textured surface  

        

   - floor tile           - wall tile         - number of graphic patterns         - tile thickness         R9 - non-slip qualities


